Legal Newsletter 2/2016
Read below the latest legal developments in Turkey. This latest roundup provides insight on the latest amended and
repealed laws and regulations affecting different sectors.
To discuss how these developments affect your business interests please contact Fethi Pekin, Managing Partner.
Email: fpekin@pekin-pekin.com

BRSA has introduced the Regulation on Accessibility of Banking Services

The Banking Regulation and Supervision Agency (the “BRSA”) has issued the Regulation on Accessibility of Banking
Services (published in the Official Gazette dated June 18, 2016 and numbered 29746) which introduces the principles
and procedures for making bank services suitable for handicapped costumers.

The regulation presents the general principles on accessibility of banking services, ATM Machines; the access of
orthopedically handicapped costumers and visually handicapped costumers; accessibility of the services provided in
branches, accessibility of the services provided in online banking, accessibility of the services provided with POS
Machines and accessibility of the services provided with credit/bank cards. The regulation has a temporal provision as
well about complying with the rules. The temporal provision requires banks to ensure their services and systems
adapt the clauses till January 1, 2018; and indicates that the systems and services presented after the date of effect
(January 1, 2017) must comply with this regulation.
Pursuant to the Regulation on the Accessibility of Banking Services; banks shall ensure their branches are suitable for
the accessibility standards for handicapped people and their personals to assist handicapped costumers, and educate
their personals who directly interact with handicapped costumers, on how to communicate with handicapped
costumers. Moreover, banks shall ensure at least 2 out of 100 ATM’s are suitable for orthopedically handicapped
people and provide operations a different system regarding passwords than the system in call centers.

Furthermore, on the basis of this regulation, banks shall not demand any extra fee from their handicapped costumers
for these services and shall provide privilege to their handicapped costumers in branches. The costumers, with
discretion and who are 70 years or older, without presenting any documents, are to benefit from these benefits as
well.
The BRSA has introduced the Regulation on Procedure and Principles for Qualifications of Loans and Provisions to
be Set Aside
The BRSA has issued the Regulation on Procedure and Principles for Qualifications of Loans and Provisions to be Set
Aside (published in the Official Gazette dated June 22, 2016 and numbered 29750) (the “Provisions Regulation”)
which abolishes the Regulation on Procedures and Principles for Determination of Qualifications of Loans and Other
Receivables by Banks and Provisions to be Set Aside (published in the Official Gazette dated November 1, 2006 and
numbered 26333). The Provisions Regulation will enter into force as of January 01, 2017.

The Provisions Regulation sets forth new provisions with respect to, inter alia, illiquid receivables, requalification of
loans, restructuring of loans and calculation of special provisions of collaterals. Pursuant to the Provisions Regulation,
the banks are required to set the respective provisions aside in compliance with the Turkey Financial Reporting
Standards 9 (the “TFRS 9”). Accordingly, amounts of loan loss provisions (i) expected for 12 months and (ii) expected
for a lifelong time which have been set aside due to a material increase in the credit risk of the borrower shall be set
aside as general provisions and amounts of loan loss provisions expected for a lifelong time which have been set aside
due to the borrower’s default shall be set aside as special provisions. Additionally, the banks which set aside
provisions in accordance with the TFRS 9 are not required to set further provisions aside in accordance with the
Provisions Regulation for the loans which are defined as loans but which do not fall under the scope of the TFRS 9.
According to the Provisions Regulation, the banks which do not apply the TSRF 9 shall set aside general provisions, at
an amount meeting loan losses which occurred but not been determined on a loan basis, and corresponding at least
(i) 1.5% of the aggregate amount of standard cash loans and (ii) 3% of the aggregate amount of closely monitored
cash loans. However, as per Provisional Article 2, such provision ratios shall be applied to correspond at least (i) 1% of
the aggregate amount of standard cash loans and (ii) 2% of the aggregate amount of closely monitored cash loans,
until January 01, 2018. It is notable that the Provisions Regulation do not contain a provisions ratio for non-cash
loans.
BRSA has introduced the Regulation on Procedures and Principles Related Banks’ Precious Metal Commerce

The BRSA has issued the Regulation on Procedures and Principles Related Banks’ Precious Metal Commerce
(published in the Official Gazette dated June 22, 2016 and numbered 29750). The new regulation allows banks to
commerce precious metals which are traded in precious metal stock exchanges or confirmed as precious metal by
their standards and qualities by Istanbul Stock Exchange or Treasury Undersecretary; Banks can also trade Republic
Coins and Republic Golds whose standards and qualities are regulated by the decree of Turkish Grand National
Assembly (dated August 1, 1951 numbered 1738) and precious metals traded in derivatives and options exchanges
whose standards and qualities are regulated by the competent authorities. By this new regulation, the BRSA has
abolished the Regulation on Procedures and Principles regarding Transaction of Precious Metals by the Banks and
Procedures and Principles regarding the sale of Commodities and Estates obtained by the Dues (published in Official
Gazette dated November 1, 2006 and numbered 26333).
Amendment to the Regulation on Principles of the Establishments and Operations of Financial Leasing, Factoring
and Finance Companies

The BRSA has amended the paragraph 3 of Article 7 of the Regulation on Principles of the Establishments and
Operations of Financial Leasing, Factoring and Finance Companies (published in the Official Gazette dated April 24,
2013 and numbered 28627). The new clause states that the reports to be sent to the BRSA, shall be approved by the
Independent Auditors serving in the Independent Auditing Firms which are vested with authority to audit in the firms.
In the previous version the Reports shall had been approved by only the Financial Consultants or Independent
Accountant and Financial Advisors.
Amendment to the Regulation on the Procedures and Principles Related Determining the Qualities of Credits and
the Other Assets and the Reserves to be Saved by the Banks

The BRSA has amended the Regulation on the Procedures and Principles Related Determining the Qualities of Credits
and the Other Assets and the Reserves to be Saved by the Bank (published in the Official Gazette dated November 1,
2006 and numbered 26333). The date indicated in the provisional Article 6 has been changed to December 31, 2016.
Furthermore, a new provisional article has been added.
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Indicating the credits and other assets for the tourism area provided by the banks will be the subjects of the subclauses till December 31, 2016; the provisional Article 9 states that credits that have been used for the tourism and
categorized in the second group, and other assets can be annexed to new contract conditions at most for twice.
Additionally, except for the credits that have been used for the tourism and categorized in the second group, and the
other assets; if there are credits categorized in the third, fourth or fifth group or the other assets, they are to be
categorized in the same group as well.
The B sub-clause of this provisional article shows the restructured credits and the other assets, thus:

1-In the first restructuring, 5% of the total assets shall be repaid and followed by the group for at least 3 months.

2-In the second restructuring, 10% of the total assets shall be repaid and followed by the group for at least 6 months.
3- In the second restructuring, 15% of the total assets shall be repaid and followed by the group for at least a year.

Moreover, the second paragraph of the provisional article states that, in order to inform, the financial report will be
announced publicly at the end of the year as well as in interim periods about the new contract conditions or
restructured credits or the other assets.
Amendment to the Regulation on the Resources of Banks

The BRSA has amended the Regulation on the Resources of Banks (published in Official Gazette dated September 5,
2013 and numbered 28756). With the new regulation, the duration stated in the Article 9 has been abated for 2 years
and became 3 years.
Pursuant to the Regulation on the Amendment to the Regulation on the Resources of Banks, the net book value of
commodities and immovable properties that could not be disposed in 3 year time starting from the date of
acquisition with the overdrawn amount that is in the 57th clause’s first sub-clause and the banks’ obligation to
acquire them due to their claims and dispose them according to the same article will be subtracted from the sum of
capital stock and supplementary stock.
Amendment to the Regulation on the Measures for the Prevention of Money Laundering and the Financing of
Terrorism

The Regulation on Measures for the Prevention of Money Laundering and the Financing of Terrorism (published in the
Official Gazette dated January 9, 2008 and numbered 26751) (the “Regulation on Measures”) has been amended by
the regulation enclosed to the Decree No. 2016/8793 and dated April 25, 2016 (published in the Official Gazette
dated May 11, 2016 and numbered 29709). Accordingly, the confirmation of the information regarding birth place,
mother’s name, father’s name and nationality of the customer shall no longer be conducted for the purpose of
identification of real person customers; instead, the identity number of the respective customer shall be confirmed
with the documents listed under Article 6 of the Regulation on Measures. Additionally, confirmation of the identity
number of the customer is not required during the identification of real person customers to be made through a
driver’s license issued by Turkish authorities before January 01, 2016.
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Personal Data Protection Law

The Personal Data Protection Law (Law No. 6698) (published in the Official Gazette dated April 7, 2016 and numbered
29677) has been entered into force recently which is the first specific legislation in the terms of personal data
protection following the formal acceptance of Convention for the Protection of Individuals with regard to Automatic
Processing of Personal Data (“Convention”) by the Turkish Government. The Personal Data Protection Law is based on
the EU Directive 95/46/EC therefore the objective of Data Protection Law is to protect fundamental rights and
freedoms of persons especially the privacy rights and to determine the obligations of the real and legal persons who
process the personal data and procedures and principles to be respected during the process of personal data similar
to the EU Directive. However, it should be noted that certain definitions varies from the directive although in general
the gist of the Directive and the Law is similar. For instance, according to the 95/46/EC, explicit consent of the data
subject is required only for sensitive personal data whereas according to the Personal Data Protection Law explicit
consent of the data subject is required for fair processing of both personal data and sensitive personal data.
Accordingly, the particle outcome of such small differences may be important for certain sectors where the personal
data is required to be processed frequently. It is advisable, for the data processor to use application forms or
standard documentation, in signing up a new customer or clients under which the purpose of obtaining such
information are indicated. Another practical advice is to use such a standard wording explaining the reasons of
collecting such information to be declared by the customer assistants in the call centres.
As indicated in the above paragraph since the basis of the Personal Data Protection Law is the EU Directive 95/46/EC;
similar regulatory and supervisory committees namely Data Protection Authority and Data Protection Board will be
established in Turkey. The expected timing as provided under the relevant provision of the law pertaining to the date
of effect of the certain articles of the Personal Data Protection Law is 6 months as of date of publication of the law.
The authority will be responsible for issuance of new regulations whereas the board will conduct its activities as
supervisory committee. In case of non-establishment of the Board or the Authority certain provisions of the law such
as sanctions, restrictions in relation to data transfer to foreign countries may not be applicable.

Another topic regulated under the new law that we find useful to mention is the transfer of personal data. It has been
classified as domestic transfer and transfer abroad. Conditions of domestic transfer of personal are indicated under
the law although the practice will be firmed by the decision of the Board However, personal data transfer to abroad
in a way left to secondary legislation to be issued by the Authority. According to the law, the country to which the
data will be transferred shall ensure an adequate level of protection or in the absence of such adequate protection
the Board shall permit such transfer, provided that the data processor or the controller is in Turkey and the receiving
country undertake to provide an adequate level of protection.
Amendment to the Regulation on Grant of Game of Chance License and Regulation and Supervision of the
Activities Subjected to License

Amendment to the Regulation on Grant of Game of Chance License and Regulation and Supervision of the Activities
Subjected to License (published in the Official Gazette dated October 15, 2008 and numbered 27025) has been
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published in the Official Gazette numbered 29671 and dated April 1, 2016. The scope of persons that are subject to
the eligibility criteria has been expanded to shareholders who are indirectly holding 10% of the shares, controlling
shareholders and real and legal persons who are entitled to represent and bind the license applicant. Pursuant to the
amendment, the license period will be determined by Council of Ministers whereas before the amendment the
license period was being agreed under the license agreement. According to the amendment, contract of license shall
be annulled without the need of protest and taking decision if it is ascertained for the third time that revenue and
other income have been concealed by the Licensee.
Turkish Electricity Market Regulation

A new regulation on the demand forecasts in the Turkish Electricity Market has been published in the Official Gazette
numbered 29705 and dated May, 7 2016 with the subject of Regulation on the Demand Forecasts of the Electricity
Market. Upon publication of the new regulation, the former Regulation on Demand Forecast of the Electricity Energy
(published in the Official Gazette dated April 04, 2006 and numbered 26129) has been abolished.
The new regulation consists of principles and procedures of making, evaluating, updating and confirming electrical
energy demand forecasts by the Turkish Electricity Transmission Corporation (TEIAS), organized industrial zones and
attendant supplier company in more detailed manner compared to the former one.
Amendments to the Regulation on Payments of Wage, Bonus, Gratuity and other Like-for-Like Claims Through
Banks

Amendments to the Regulation on Payments of Wage, Bonus, Gratuity and other Like-for-Like Claims Through Banks
(published in the Official Gazette dated November 18, 2008 and numbered 27058) has been issued by the Ministry of
Labour and Social Security in the Official Gazette numbered 29718 and dated May 21, 2016. The amendment
decreased minimum number of employees required to be employed from 10 to 5 that results in the employer to fall
under the scope of the obligation to make payments through banks. The amendment entered into force in June 1,
2016. Accordingly, starting from June 1, 2016, workplaces with 5 and more employees are obliged to pay their wages
through banks. Please kindly be reminded that without prejudice to such decrease in the minimum threshold of the
number of the employees, in any case payments in excess of TL7,000 as per the General Communiqué on Tax
Procedure Law (Serial No: 459) (published in the Official Gazette dated December 24, 2015 and numbered 29572).
New Electricity Market Regulation

A new regulation reflecting the market practice has been issued by the Electricity Market Regulatory Authority; the
Regulation on Preparation and Implementation of Purchase and Sales and Tender Procedures of Electricity
Distribution Companies and entered into force upon being published in the Official Gazette numbered 29722 and
dated May, 25, 2016. The new regulation slightly differs from the former one. Construction, purchase of goods and
services and sales of assets activities within purchase and tender procedures of electricity distribution companies that
are not subjected to the Public Procurement Authority shall be conducted pursuant to this regulation by means of
following 4 ways: open tender procedure, negotiated tendering, direct supply and out of coverage purchase. To this
end, the upper limit shall not exceed TL 20 million for the works that will be bound by one contract this year.
Moreover, this regulation shall not be enforced to construction and purchase of goods and services works that cost
less than one hundred thousand liras.

Before the regulation, tenders were conducted in accordance with Article 41 of the Communique on Terms Subject to
Regulation Within the Scope of Regulation of Income and Tariff in Electricity Market (published in the Official Gazette
dated January 24, 2003 and numbered 2503) and Procedures and Principles Regarding Identifications of Investment
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Expenditures with regards to the Electricity Market Distribution System and Monitoring Actualisation (published in
the Official Gazette dated June 17, 2011 and numbered 27967). The regulation broadened and elaborated the old
legislation by bringing thresholds as indicated above and principle of equality between bidders by preventing
different treatment during the tenders. Thus, transparent competition environment has been provided.
Employment

1) A new Regulation on Labour of International Protected Status Holders and International Protection Status
Applicants has been published in the Official Gazette dated April, 26 2016 and dated 29695. Pursuant to the
regulation, refugees or subsidiary protection status holders shall be entitled to work and work freelance while
applicants and conditioned refugee status holders shall be required to obtain work permit. Work permits shall not
provide to applicants and conditioned refugees the absolute right to reside in Turkiye. In addition, applications of
extension of the work permit term shall be made through e-government provided that the employee is working for
the same employer.

2) The Law Related to Making Amendments on the Law on Monthly Remuneration of Indigent, Incapable and Solitary
Turkish Citizens Over 65 Years Old and Certain Laws and Decrees Having the Force of Law (the “Amendment Law”)
has been published in the Official Gazette dated April 26, 2016 and numbered 29695. Pursuant to the Amendment
Law, the requirement of using annual leave in maximum 3 terms has been abolished. One part of the annual leave is
still minimum 10 days. Thus, in accordance with the amendment employees become entitled to use their annual
leave in three bits.
3) The Regulation on the Payment to the Employer for Wages that has been Paid to the Disabled Employees of the
Sheltered Workshops has been issued by the Ministry of Family and Social Policies and published in the Official
Gazette dated April 30, 2016 and numbered 29699. Pursuant to the Regulation, except the employers of workplaces
that benefit from “sheltered workshops donation” granted by the Commission which has been established in
accordance with the Regulation (published in the Official Gazette dated January 9, 2014 and numbered 28877),
employers shall benefit from payment support. For each disabled employee in sheltered workshops, employers shall
be granted the total amount of monthly salary that has been paid to disabled employees in accordance with the
article 2 of the Law numbered 2022 and dated July 1, 1976; 20% of that amount for the payments that has been paid
in accordance with Article 2 of the Law dated January 29, 2004 and numbered 5084; and finally 20% of that amount
for the payments that has been made to each extra disabled employee in workplaces that employ more disabled
employees than the compulsory amount.

4) Labour Code and Turkish Labour Institution Law has been amended upon publication of the amendment law in the
Official Gazette dated May 20, 2016 and numbered 29717. Pursuant to the amendments, temporary employment
relationship can also be established over private employment offices or by means of assigning the employee to
another workplace that is within the same holding or connected to the same enterprise system, and in the cases that
the employee is on his national service, or where employees’ employment contract has been pending and for
seasonal agricultural labour, household employments, business’ intermittent works that are not on a daily basis,
emergency works in terms of occupational health and safety or when act of providence emerges, or when periodic
work load increases occur. Upon the amendment, the employer who has the authorization from the Turkish
Employment Agency shall be entitled to transfer employee temporarily to another employer by making temporary
employment contract.
6 months limit to make a written temporary employment relationship contract has also been amended. Pursuant to
the new legislation, in the cases that the employee is on his national service, or where employees’ employment
contract has been pending, temporary employment relationship contract shall be established during the period of
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such event. Otherwise, the duration of the temporary employment contract shall be maximum 4 months except for
the seasonal agricultural worker and household employments. Rewording the capability of renewing the contract, the
Law numbered 6715 allows employers to renewing the contract for only two times without exceeding 8 months.
The Amendment has also brought certain restrictions. Pursuant to Law numbered 6715, no temporary employment
contract shall be drawn up between employer and dismissed employee for 6 months. Additionally, workplaces where
collective dismissal has occurred or workplaces that are on strike and lock-out shall not rely on temporary
employment contract for 8 months starting from the dismissal or until strike and lock-out is over for workplaces on
strike and lock-out.
The number of workers in scope of temporary employment shall not exceed one quarters of total number of the
employees in case of expansion of average capacity of goods and services production that requires temporary
employment.

The striking point of this Amendment is that, the employer that “hired” employee shall be able to employ casual
labourer without the need of entering into primary employer- sub-employer relationship and thus being subject to
the liabilities of Turkish Code.

Article 2 of the Law numbered 6715 has amended the title of the Article 14 of the Turkish Labour Code numbered
4857 with “On-Call Working and Remote Teleworking”. Pursuant to the amendment, remote teleworking employees
shall not be processed differently without any just cause. Procedures and principles of remote teleworking shall be
determined by the Regulation that is to be published by the Ministry of Labour and Social Security.

In addition, the amendments also extended the duration of the reference period for tourism sector. According to the
amendment, exceptionally in tourism sector, duration of the reference period has become 4 months rather than 2
months which the other working areas are subjected to.
Amendment also keeps the validity of the temporary employment relationships that has been emerged through
transfer of the employee by the employer to another employer to make the employee work in similar works, during
the term of the contract.

6) Notice on Support for the Labour Costs of Underground coal Mining has been published in the Official Gazette
dated June 26, 2016 and numbered 29754. Pursuant to the Notice, private law corporation licensees that make
production with method of mining at the license site of lignite and coal are eligible to receive support. In addition to
this, productive activity should be made by the licensee company itself. The Notice also regulates required
information and documents to receive support, calculation method of the amount of the support and punitive
articles.
7) The Regulation on Occupational Health and Safety Services (published in the Official Gazette dated December 29,
2012 and numbered 28512) has been amended by the Ministry of Labour and Social Security by means of an
amendment regulation which has been published in the Official Gazette numbered 29758 and dated June 30, 2016.
Pursuant to the amendment regulation, starting from July 1, 2016 low-danger workplaces and all workplaces that
hold less than 50 employees shall be obliged to employ occupational safety specialist and on-site doctor. With the
Amendment, not only low-danger workplaces but also free of risk workplaces shall employ occupational safety
specialist and on-site doctor. On the other hand, job safety certificate holder employers or vice principals of
workplaces within mentioned scope which employ 10 or less employees shall not be compelled to employ on-site
doctor or occupational safety specialist.
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Communiqué on the Amendment to the Communiqué on Principles Of Investment Funds

A Communiqué on the Amendment to the Communiqué on Principles Of Investment Funds (“Communiqué”) has
been published in the Official Gazette dated June 23, 2016 and numbered 29751 and has been put in effect at the
same date.
The amendments brought by the Communiqué are as follows:
-

-

The definition of “Precious Metals Umbrella Fund” has been broadened in order for gold based deposit and
participation accounts to be within the scope of the type control of the 80%.
The definition of share intensive funds has been amended in order for “Share Intensive Fund” control to be
made based on the “fund portfolio value” rather than the “fund total value”.

The provision enabling share sale and purchase over foreign currencies of which daily exchange rates are
announced by the Central Bank of Turkey has been inserted to the Communiqué by forming share groups by
funds which include the phrase “exchange” in their title. Also, it has also been enabled for the mentioned
funds to be parties to OTC repo agreements.
The condensation limit regarding capital market instruments issued by asset lease companies has been
increased.

It has been enabled for funds to carry out transactions in the domestic organized money markets.

Establishment of Regional Courts of Appeal

The Law regarding the Establishment, Duties and Authorities of Courts of First Instance and Regional Courts of Appeal
was published in the Official Gazette dated October 07, 2004 and numbered 25606 (Law No. 5235) (the “Law No.
5235”). Despite the Law No. 5235 in effect, its enforcement has been postponed for 12 years, to July 20, 2016 due to
several inadequacies faced in establishment of Courts and appointment of judges. The Law No. 5235 has introduced
the establishment of Regional Courts of Appeal which implements Regional Appeal, a new legal institution in the
Turkish Legal System.
Regional Courts of Appeal started operating as from July 20, 2016 and the Turkish Legal System adopted one more
instance to its two-instance system, being transformed to a three-instance system. In the new system, Regional
Courts of Appeal will operate as the second instance, and the Supreme Court of Appeal will be the third instance.
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In principle, the legal period for submission of regional appeal is 2 weeks in Civil Courts, 10 days in Execution Courts, 8
days in Labor Courts and 7 days in Penal Courts from the date of service or rendering the judgment depending on the
specific provisions of the relevant lawsuit. In the same direction, local Court judgments which were not concluded
before July 20 shall be considered within the scope of two-instance system.

Pursuant to Article 341 of the Civil Procedural Code (Law No.6100) (published in the Official Gazette dated January 12,
2011 and numbered 27836) (the “CPC”) the matter in dispute must be higher than 1.500 Turkish Lira in order to be
subject to regional appeal. Pursuant to Article 272 of the Penal Procedural Code (Law No.5271) (published in the
Official Gazette dated December 17, 2004 and numbered 25673) (except the judicial monetary fines converted from
imprisonment sanction) judgments which require payment of judicial monetary fine amounting at least (and
including) three thousand Turkish lira, judgments of acquittal rendered for crimes that require a judicial fine not
exceeding five hundred days as the upper level of the punishment and judgments for which the way of legal remedy
had been closed by law are exempted from the regional appeal.
Submission of appeal in the legal period to Regional Courts of Appeal prevents the decision to become final.
Nonetheless, exceptions reserved, it does not prevent execution of the decision. In principal, decisions given by the
Regional Courts of Appeal can be appealed to Supreme Court of Appeal unless there is a provision in the Law
asserting the contrary.

Lastly, together with establishment of Regional Courts of Appeal, the legal remedy of “Correction of Judgment” which
was specific to the Turkish Legal System has been abolished.

This legal newsletter has been prepared for informational purposes only; it has not been prepared for advertising
purposes or with the intention of creating an attorney-client relationship. It does not seek to provide information on all
legal developments in Turkey with the quarter specified. None of the information contained in this legal newsletter
shall constitute legal advice or anything akin thereto. To unsubscribe, email the editor:

newsletter@pekin.pekin.com
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